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Customers are key and speed matters – How to 
keep customer promises in disrupted times?
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Customer obsession in disrupted times

1. Where did customer obsession matter in 2020-2021?

2. How to keep customer promises in disrupted times?

3. What did we learn and what can we do to limit the impact of disruptions in the 
global Supply Chain going forward ?
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Amazon Global Presence: End of 2020

*Map courtesy of www.presentationmagazine.com
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+10 from 2017

30%
Of Quarterly sales 

invested in Fulfillment, 
Marketing, and 

Technology2

Buying 
Customers in

185
Locales

More than

30
Listing Categories

Globally1

175
Fulfillment Centers 

Supporting 20 Locale-
focused websites1

Sources: 1 Amazon Investor Relations, “Amazon.com Announces 2019 Fourth Quarter Sales up 21% to $87.4 Billion,” January 30, 2020
2 Amazon Investor Relations, “Amazon.com Announces 2019 FY Sales up 20% to $280.5 Billion,” January 30, 2020

More than

200M
Prime Members



Amazon's Mission
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Andy Jassy
Executive Chair

“To be Earth's most customer-
centric company, best employer
and safest place to work. ”

“We strive to offer our
customers the lowest possible 
prices, the best available selection, 
and the utmost convenience. ”

Amazon's Vision
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Where did Customer Obsession matter in 2020-2021?

• Safety & Health of our employees & customers were paramount

• Focus on what customers need most

• Use our abilities during lock down to help customers & communities

• Promise, what you can keep – not more, not less

Amazon confidential
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Where did Customer Obsession matter in 2020-2021 (Examples)?

Amazon confidential

Since March 2020, Amazon brought more than 12 
million meals in communities in Australia, Japan, 
Singapore, Spain, and the UK.

Amazon delivers 1,000 Medtronic ventilators to 
India joining global taskforce.

Amazon changed more than 150 processes in our 
fulfillment network, offered free testing and supported 
vaccination efforts.



Where was speed of decisions of essence?

Be agile, when data does not help and 
judgement is key!
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How to keep customer promises in disrupted times?

Amazon confidential

Should we keep your delivery promises or 
ship out what every we can?

Should we focus on outputs & plans or on 
inputs?

The trade-offs that mattered for our customers....

Keep the promise!

Inputs!
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Mental model for global supply or demand disruptions
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„The perfect storm...:“ (Professor Rob Handfield, Sep’21)

Amazon confidential

• Lock downs across Europe into 
2021

• Unexpected demand shifts
(„Home Office“, Travel restrictions, 

„Gardening“)

Supply

• 2020 Supply Outage in Asia
• Suez Canal blockage
• Yantian Harbor blockage, largest 

port in South China
• Europe is now Europe & UK

Demand
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What can we do in the Supply Chain across Retail & Industry 
to limit the impact?

• The more parties, warehouses, 
stages etc. the longer the 
„whip“

• The longer information takes 
to travel from demand to 
supply (or back), the wider the 
swing of the „whip“

• Strategic Supply Chain planning is key
• Collaborative planning of End-to-End

supply chain across Retail & Industry partners

We may not solve, but we 
can limit the impact
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Examples of successful strategies in 2020/2021

• Retail: Maximize fulfillment from Amazon & 
Vendor sites (DropShip & Vendor Flex)

• Retail: Utilize Amazon Supply Chain in 
combination of Direct Imports & Consolidation

• Fulfilled by Amazon (FBA): Small & Medium sized 
sellers benefit from Amazon‘s global fulfillment 
network / supply chain
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How does Amazon think about Supply Chain optimization?

• We work from our customers backwards – always!

• We look end-to-end from demand up to the origin 
of the products.

• Before we optimize e.g. a transportation leg or a 
touchpoint, we try to avoid it A B

C



The real challenge is long-term!
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